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PIG RING....
Nickel Plated

PRICE REDUCED

10-pk 208 998 $22.95

Self-locking
pig
ring.
Expected life 2-3 years. This
is our standard quality pig
ring. Size 41mm x 6mm o.d.

High Tensile

Applicator
economy

each 205 037 $17.95 $15.95

High quality pig ring for
greater reliability, reduced
infections and longer
life. Made by Aesculap in
Germany from corrosion
inhibited high-tensile steel,
with polished finish. Size
37mm x 6mm o.d.

205 035

$32.95

Make pig ringing quick, easy and painless.
Designed for inserting our nickel plated and high
tensile rings. (Rings go between nostrils.) Kamer,
26cm o.a. length.

Scratching Brush Pigs/Calves
43cm x 43cm 219 320
repl't brush 219 321

$299.00 $249.00
$49.95 $39.95

Castration Cradle Piglet

ON
SPECIAL

cradle only
220 485
mounting bracket only 220 697

PRICE REDUCED
Creep Bowl Stainless Steel
201 648

Pig Nose Clips Steel (Box of 100)
No.3 - 25 x 2.4mm
No.4 - 32 x 2.1mm
No.5 - 34 x 2.6mm
applicator 16cm

205 032
205 033
205 034
205 029

$11.95 $10.95
$12.95 $11.95
$13.95 $12.95
$22.95 $19.95

$55.95 $39.95

Here is a real quality creep bowl, all stainless steel.
Push and turn bottom clip for any slotted flooring.
Easy to empty and clean and will last forever. Can
be used for feed or drink. Diameter 25cm o.a. x
4cm deep.

Low-cost, quick and effective way to control pigs
digging. Use several around the top of the nose.
These clips are made of corrosion-resistant steel
wire (not plated). Dimensions are overall width
before closing x thickness of wire. Boxes of 100
clips, all sizes.

400ml

219 166

$22.95

Spray on noses and tails of piglets to reduce biting
and fighting.

Pig Nose Clips Copper
208 997

New

complete
repl’t op. cylinder
repl’t blade assy

No Bite Spray Kerbl

$35.95 $32.95

$235.00
$95.00

This device has been developed to take the strain
and pain out of piglet castration. Ideally for use
on piglets 2-9 days old. When supplied complete
with the removable mounting bracket, it is simply
clamped onto the stall wall with the spring-loaded
arms. The piglet is loaded in on its back, head first.
The legs clamp is then swung forward to restrain
the hind legs, leaving the testicles cleanly exposed.
This makes castration a simple one-person job.
Device can also be used for tail docking and
vaccinations. All stainless steel. The cradle on its
own can suit alternative mounting systems.

Tail Docker Piglet Gas

PRICE REDUCED

100-pack

New

This brush was developed in Scandinavia for
keeping pigs happy in groups. It may help to relieve
boredom, and random biting and fighting, but it
certainly helps combat itching and insects. Mount
securely at the right height, depending on size of
pigs. They should be able to massage their head,
back and flanks. The brushes are replaceable. Very
robust. Galvanised spring and frame. Brushes are
each 43cm x 10cm. Also very useful for calves for
the same reasons as pigs.

206 359
206 360
206 358

$169.00
$89.95
$39.95

The Tail Docker is powered by ordinary lighter
gas. It cauterises as it cuts off the tail, preventing
bleeding and inherent risk of spread of disease.
Quick, simple, painless and safe. Should do 120
tails per fill. A customer reports: “Gas tail docker
is marvellous. Now I can do tails, teeth, and
iron injection all in one round. No abscesses or
bleeding - great.” All Stainless steel manufacture.

No Fight Spray Kerbl
400ml

Pig Nose Clips Applicator Universal
19cm

205 030

$36.95

For applying all wire nose clips, usually to the top of
the nose. Use this tool designed for the job, and get
it done quickly, cleanly and painlessly. One tool fits
all our sizes of wire clips. Length 19cm o.a.

219 167

$22.95

This spray can be used to stop fighting and biting
in pigs and poultry. It covers the animals’ individual
odours, reducing their incentive to challenge each
other. It is best sprayed onto pen walls, and into the
air, twice a day until animals are settled.

“The secret to my longevity? Well, my boy,
it’s reallly quite simple ... I owe it all to
unclean living!”

Prices listed include GST, and include delivery on orders over $229.00 value, except all WA deliveries and
products marked Plus Freight. Prices and specifications can change without notice.
www.shoof.com.au
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These 38mm x 2.5mm-thick copper-plated nose
clips are the ideal way to control pigs digging their
way next door. Genuine UK-manufactured long-life
clips. Use up to six around the top of the nose.
Box of 100.
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